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ABSTRACT
 
The present study was designed to test the differ
 
ences between the values of feminist women and anti-

feminist.women. It was hypothesized that; (1) Fem
 
inists rate competency values more highly than anti-

feminists, (2) anti-feminists rate moral values more
 
highly than feminists, (3) anti-feminists rate adjust
 
ment values more highly than feminists, (4) anti-

feminists rate ego-defensive values more highly than
 
feminists, (5) feminists rate self-actualizing values
 
more highly than anti-feminists,- and (6) feminists
 
rate social values more highly than anti-feminists.
 
The 55 feminist subjects were;chosen from the mem
 
bership of National Organization for Women (NOW),
 
and the 59 anti-feminists were active participants
 
in a Fascinating Womanhood seminar. The Rokeach
 
Value Survey provided the measure of values and a demo
 
graphic information sheet was also used. The data
 
supported the first five hypotheses, but no conclusions
 
could be drawn on the sixth hypothesis. The demographic
 
data showed that the feminist group was better educated
 
than the anti-feminist group. A separate chi-square
 
Median test was run on the data matched for education
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IV 
level (N=76). It was established that the education
 
factor alone was not enough to account for the wide
 
differences between the two groups.
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY IN VALUES:
 
FEMINISTS AND ANTI-FEMINISTS
 
The movement toward the liberation of women has
 
been with us since the turn of the century, regressing
 
in the 1950's and early 1960's, and then gaining new
 
momentum in the past 15 years. Women across the nation
 
have begun to demand'full equaiity with men and the
 
right to pursue lives of their own. During this era
 
of raised consciousness, a movement away from equality
 
and self-reliance has been growing simultaneously,
 
such that many women in America are divided into two
 
opposing camps. On the one hand there are the feminist
 
women who have formed consciousness-raising groups,
 
such as the National Organization for Women (NOW), and
 
similar organizations. This movement has produced
 
statements of feminist philosophy such as The Feminine
 
Mystique by Betty Friedan (1963), Born Female BY Caroline
 
Bird (1970), and many others. On the': other hand are
 
the anti-feminist women who advocate the philosophies
 
expressed in such works as Fascinating Womanhood by
 
Helen B. Andelin (1965) and Total Woman b]^ Marabel
 
Morgan (1973)? and women have attended seminars held
 
nationally which train women in the techniques and
 
philosophies of Fascinating Womanhood and Total Woman.
 
The concept o warring factions -in any moveinent
 
is not new. Aiiy; pOlitiGal revolution consists of "loyal
 
ists"^ and v"revolutionaries,". The freeing of the;-slaves
 
in this country r^ in a division among American
 
blacks; ■ those tha^^^^^^ their new freedom squarely and 
gratefully, and those that longed to return;to the
 
safety of slavery. The division among women> however,
 
has unique qualities as 'well as common:qualities witU;
 
these other movements.i WOmeu:and men are known col
 
loquially as "loVing enemies" by the very nature Of
 
their need for each other, separatism is hardly a
 
realistic or desirable solution to the problem:(although
 
there are radical feminists who maintain that such a
 
solution-is not only desirahle/ but viable). The pur
 
suit: of personal happiness and fulfillment are certainly
 
a common goal of most woni®n/ but the fact that some
 
choose the road of feminism and others choose the road
 
of ariti-femihism is intriquihg::i What:are the Significaht
 
elements that;account for thia Striking differeuce?
 
It is the purpose: of this thesis; to examine if differ
 
ences in core values may account for the choice of
 
:feminism\-or:antitfeminismi i)':-. /::,:
 
The Feminine Mystique by Setty Friedan (1963); and;
 
Fascinating Womanhood; by Helen Andelin (1965) both burst :
 
onto the: American-scene at vety: nearly the same point :
 
in time. BOth books addressed themselves to the-discon'r
 
  
tented American housewife. Betty Friedan referred to
 
this 	feeling as "the problem that has no name", and
 
she stated:
 
If a woman had a problem in the 1950's and
 
1960's she knew that something must be wrong
 
with her marriage, or with herself. Other
 
women were satisfied with their lives, she
 
thought. What kind of woman was she ,if she
 
did not feel this mysterious fulfillment
 
:	 waxing the kitchen floor? She was so ashamed
 
to admit her dissatisfaction that she never
 
knew how many other women shared it. (p. 14)
 
Helen Andelin, in Fascinating Womanhood (1965), refers
 
to this discontent of American Housewives as "a sea of
 
darkness", and she states:
 
Never before in history has there been a
 
generation of women so disillusioned, disap­
p and unhappy in marriage as in our
 
times. Many feel that married life does not
 
offer what they had hoped and dreamed it
 
would. Some feel neglected, unappreciated,
 
and often unloved. When they search for the
 
answers, they feel lost in a sea of darkness.
 
(p. 1)
 
Both authors gave voice to their nearly identical ob
 
servations of a condition among married American women,
 
and both posed the question, "Why is this so?" Up to
 
and including that point they were very much in accord,
 
but the ways in which each author attempted to answer
 
this crucial question were strikingly polarized. Betty
 
Friedan proposed that the reason married women were so
 
desperately unhappy is that they have attempted to live
 
their lives vicariously through others, and the solution
 
to their discontent is to fulfill themselves in. a m.ore
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direct manner, through personal growth and the util
 
ization of their own potentials. Helen And©!in/ on the
 
other hand, mairitains that the reasdn that American
 
hQusewives have been.so unhappy is that ^they have .
 
too indepehdent and self-centered, and that the road
 
to happihess must be reachel via total submersion in
 
one's husband primafily and one's children secondarily.;
 
If it; is possible te pinpoint the beginning of this 
dichotomy ;among women,^ penh publication of these ■ 
two books is where it began. Since then,, the differences 
have acciimulated rapidiy. : . 
Women's reintionship to men is a major factor in
 
both the feminist and anti-feitiinist viewpoints, as indi
 
cated in the preoeding paragraphs. ,The feminist view
 
point maintains that women have had their roles Con
 
structed fon them by men for men, and that the socio/
 
reiigious structure has been constructed in such a way ■ 
as to Keep women in bondage (Bird, 1968; Beiti^ & Bem> 1971; 
Firestone, 1970; Friedan, 1963; Pierce, 1971; Weisstein, 
1971).. This thesis carries over into such far-reaching
 
afeaS as science, psychology, anthropology;^ history,
 
literature, medicine, sociology andvmany other ;areas ^
 
to suggest a tightlyfwoven, alnost impenetrable;riet-^^ ; ;
 
work ;of. masculine.;,bias coupled with;masculine'interest
 
Less radical; feminists see this sociological network
 
as a trap that has served to ;helplessly.enslave men as
 
well as woinen r apd often refer to the liberation move-^:
 
ment as^"hhman; liberation" rather than "women's liber
 
ation". The anti-feminist movement/ on the other hand,
 
beilieves that the role of women has been defined and
 
ordained by God and "Natural Law"/ assigning to women
 
the xole of helpmate and companions This role ascribes
 
to women the subprdinate: position in marriage* The
 
husband is considered the head of the househoId> and the
 
wife is expected to yield to his decisions and devote 
the major portion of her energies to making his lifev ■ 
comfortable (Andeiin, 1965r^ 1973)*
 
One of the factors which is readily apparent in
 
these differing interpretations of womenls ^ role is the
 
acceptange or non-aGgeptance of; religious doctrine.
 
The feminist movement:is much less inclined to accept
 
religious doctrine on faith than is the anti-feminist
 
movement (Andelin,^ 1965; Morgan, 1973; Bem & Bem/ 1971).
 
The validity of religious tenets: that discfiminate
 
against women:as'beingsdivinely,inspired has been ser- .
 
iously questioned by the feminist community. They point
 
out that Judeo-Christian doctrine was written by men>,
 
and speculate: tbat vested:interests mighPr^^h^ played V
 
an^ Squal: part^ w^^^ divine interest in the construction
 
of $uch:doctrigie^;;(Bem: & 1971). The anti-feminis
 
movement edhefes;to the religious:tenet that:places .
 
women in a positign of subservience. Helen Andelin,
 
in Fascinating^ Womanhood (1965), quotes the Bible fre
 
quently, as in Peters ^'ye wives^ be:i Siibjection tp :
 
ybur own husbands (p. 13:1), and Paul: "For the hus
 
band is the head of the wife, eyen as: Christ is the
 
head of the church. Therefore, as the church is sub
 
ject unto Christ>;Sp;let::the wiyes be to their own
 
husbands in:everything" (p.: 132).
 
The institution of marringe has been drasticallY
 
affected by the feminist/anti-feminist inovements/ The 
ways in which these two niovenients ceuceptuaiize marriage 
are extremely complex, and do not lend themselves well 
to clear-cut dichotbiriiesv some feminists propose the 
possibility of a new "equalitarian" marriage. Other 
feminists are pessimistic about the future of marriage, 
seeing marriage itself as a political/power play designed 
primarily for the beh'Sfit of men. There are any number 
of differing;:Opinions:on:the state and the art of 
mhrriage among feminists> but most would agree on the 
general idea ^ that trad,itional■: marriages are not bene-
ficial to women and if an'egualitarian marriage is 
uhachievable, it is best to end the marriage (Cronan, 
1973; Bernard; 1971) other 
hand:;: geiierally:agree that traditional; marriage vis: more 
desirable than: egualitarian marriage; and that the 1 : 
institution of marriage: should be preserved: at almost 
any cost: (Andelin^ 1965;V Morgan,::1973). 
v 
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Both Helen Andelin in Fascinating Womanhood (1965)
 
and Marabel Morgan in Total Woman (1973) came upon their
 
techniques while trying to save their own marriages, and
 
their books and seminars openly appeal to women who are
 
in fear of losing their husbands or are unhappy over the
 
state of their marriages. These books and seminars ad
 
vocate a return to the traditional, subservient female
 
role as the solution to marital discord. The feminist
 
movement deals with the dissatisfaction with marriage
 
by insisting on equality.
 
The relationship between men and women, married
 
or otherwise, advocated by feminists is based on an
 
equalitarian approach. Personal honesty is encouraged,
 
while manipulation is discouraged. Role-playing is
 
discouraged as a form of dishonesty. Freedom to be
 
and to do is perceived as the natural right of both
 
persons in the relationship. There is an emphasis on
 
the sharing of lives rather than the merging into one
 
life. The loved person is loved for his/her unique
 
qualities rather than for what that person is able
 
to provide. These values closely parallel Abraham
 
Maslow's criteria for growth-motivated persons. In
 
Toward a Psychology of Being (1968) he states:
 
Idiographic, aesthetic perception of the
 
whole person is far more possible for self-

actualizing people (or in moments of self-

actualization), and furthermore approval,
 
admiration, and love are based less upon
 
gratitude for usefulness and more upon the 
objective, intrinsic qualities of the per- ^ ; 
ceived person. He is admired for objec 
tively admirable qualities rather than 
because he flatters or praises* He is.loved 
because he is love worthy rather than be 
cause he gives out love. (p. ^ ■ 
Maelow's position is in striking contrast to the atti
 
tudes toward marriage advocated by the anti-feiftinists^
 
Both Total Woman (Morgan, 1973) and Fascinating Woman
 
hood (Andelin, 1965) state unequivocally that all women
 
want from marriage is to be loved, and what all men
 
want from marriage is to be admired. The thrust of
 
their own love needs by first administering to their
 
husbands' admiration needs. As Helen Andelin states ■ 
in Fascinating Womanhood; "Cast your bread upon the
 
waters and, it will come back buttered" (p. 171). This
 
attitude closely resembles Abraham Maslow's (1968)
 
description of the deficit motivated individual:
 
In essence, the deficit-motivated man is
 
far more dependent upon other people than
 
is the man who is predominantly growth-moti
 
vated. He is more "interested", more needful,
 
more attached, more desirous.
 
This dependency colorsand limits interper
 
sonal relations. To see people primarily as
 
need-gratifiers or as sources of supply is an
 
abstractive act. They are seen not as wholes,
 
as complicated, unique indivuduals, but rather
 
from the point of view of usefulness. What in
 
them is not related to the perceiver's needs is
 
either overlooked altogether, or else bores,
 
irritates, or threatens. This parallels our
 
relations with cows, horses, and sheep; as
 
well as with waiters, taxicab drivers, por
 
ters, policemen or others whom we use, (p. 36)
 
Feminists and anti-feminists differ drastically
 
in how they view the capabilities of women. Anti-fem
 
inists view women as passive, physically weak, fearful,
 
emotional, and subjective. In Fascinating Womanhood
 
Andelin (1965) states:
 
The great danger of today is that of sexual
 
assault and in connection with it...the threat
 
to life itself...There are also unreal dangers
 
which many women are afraid of. Amusing as
 
it is, women are still afraid of such things
 
as lightning, thunder, strange noises, spiders,
 
mice, and even dark shadows...whether the
 
danger is real or not, if the woman thinks
 
it is real, she will feel a need for masculine
 
protection, (pp. 151-152)
 
Because of her weaker physical structure, a
 
woman needs protection from> strenuous work
 
such as lifting heavy objects, moving furni
 
ture, mowing the lawn, painting, repairing
 
mechanical equipment, carpentry and other
 
rough work. This heavy work can be injuri
 
ous to women, physically and lessen her fem
 
inine qualities, (p. 152)
 
There are difficulties of a different type
 
for which she needs masculine assistance.
 
These- are such things as financial entangle
 
ments, belligerent creditors, or any dealings
 
with people who are harsh, offensive, imposing,
 
or who make unreasonable demands. Here is the
 
"maiden in distress", dependent upon mascu
 
line chivalry. Women tend to be emotional and
 
less objective in dealing with this type of
 
assault than are men. For this reason they
 
need the man to step in and cope with the
 
situation, (p. 152)
 
Feminists maintain that women can be just as capable,
 
strong, independent, courageous, and enduring as men;
 
as expressed in the words of the former slave, Sojourner
 
Truth, spoken almost a century ago:
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The man over there says that women need
 
to be helped into carriages and lifted over
 
ditches, and to have the best place every
 
where. Nobody ever helps me into carriages
 
or over puddles or gives me the best place
 
...and ain't I a woman? Look at my arm!
 
I have ploughed and planted and gathered
 
into barns, and no man could head me...
 
and ain't I a woman? I could work as much
 
and eat as much as a man.,.when I could get
 
it...and bear the lash as well...and ain't
 
I a woman? I have born thirteen children and
 
seen most of 'em sold into slavery, and when
 
I cried out with my mother's grief, none
 
but Jesus heard me...and ain't I a woman?
 
(Grimstad & Rennie, 1973, p. 183)
 
The differences between the two movements is strik
 
ing and may be attributed to a niimber of factors. One
 
might observe differences in backgrounds, personality
 
traits, social milieus and education levels. However,
 
the inherent and environmental conditions imposed on
 
an individual over a long period of time eventually
 
become distilled into what may be temned as "values"
 
and these values are often the primary motivating force
 
behind people's behaviors and life choices,
 
Rokeach (1973) defines a value as "an enduring
 
belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of
 
existence is personally or socially preferable to an
 
opposite or converse mode of conduct or end-state of
 
existence" (p. 5). He defines a value system as "an
 
enduring organization of beliefs concerning preferable
 
modes of conduct or end-states or existence along a
 
continuum of relative importance" (p. 5). He further
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ekplains that value systems tend to be constructed in
 
a hierarchy such that when one is presented with an
 
occasion which requires choosing between two pbsitiye
 
values, th e way in which one ranks her/his values^^
 
detemines that choice. He believes that the values
 
that make up value systems can be broken down; into 36
 
seperate values; 18 tetininal yalues and 18 instrumental
 
:-yalnes'' . ■TlieseV'.iyaluesynre:;:,; . ' 
' Instr\3mental Values Teminal Values 
Ambitious A comfortable life 
Broadminded An exciting life 
Capable A sense of accomplishment 
Cheerful A world at peace 
Clean A world of beauty 
/Equa-lity :'v:' 
Forgiving Family security 
Helpful Freedom 
Honest Happiness 
Imaginative ,Inner harmony 
Independent Mature love 
Intellectual National security 
Logical Pleasure 
Loving Salvation 
Obedient Self-respect 
Polite • Social recognition 
Responsible True friendship 
Self-controlled Wisdom 
He defines terminal values as "desirable end-states of 
existence" and instrimiental values as "desirable modes 
of conduct". He maintains further that terminal values 
may be broken down into social values and personal 
values. Social values refer to society-centered or 
interpersonal values. World peace and brotherhood 
would be examples of social values. Personal values 
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refer to self-centered or intrapersonal valuesv ^ jlndr
 
states such as peace of mind or salvation would be
 
examples of personal values. He believes that instru-^^^
 
mental values may be broken down into moral values and
 
competence values. He, maintains, that the concept of
 
moral values is considerably narrower than the genetai
 
concept of values, and refers mainly to modes of be
 
havior sufficient unto themselves rather than as means
 
to arrive at end-states of existencev 'Also, moral
 
values are such that their violation arouses feelings
 
of guilt or wrongdoing. Competence or self-actualiza
 
tion values are not especially concerned with inofality^/^^^^
 
and their violation generally arouses feelings of per
 
sonal inadequacy rather than guilt. It is of intenest^ ; ,
 
to note that the moral values subsximed under instru'^
 
mental values by Rokeach are generally comparable to
 
the femininity scales constructed by other researchers,
 
and that the competence values correspond to the mas
 
culinity values on the same scales (Bem, 1974; Broverman,
 
Vogel, Broverman, Clarkson & Rosenkrantz, 1970).
 
The iiranediate functions of values and value systems
 
are to aid daily functioning and decisions making while ;
 
the long range functions are to give expression to
 
human needs. Therefore, values have a strong motivational
 
component as well as emotional, mental, and^b
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components* Instriamental valties are values wHieh :
 
ideally; aid in arriving at teirminel values,: or end-

states. There is another reason that values may be
 
said to be motivating. They are ■ the,; m^ that human : 
beings use ; to;enhance self■^esteem, ; Self-esteem is 
referred to by McDougal (1926)' as the "master senti 
ment". Othei writers have postulated ways in which \ 
values serve the sentiment of self-regard (Smith, 
Bruuer White1195 These authors were ' 
primarily 'cOinGerhed wifhv attitudes; rather than values.. 
According to these: authors, attitudes serve value-
expressive;, adjustmeht, egQ-defensive and knowledge . 
fiinctions v : All attitudes are considered tp: be value-: 
expressive, a^^fl all- values are considered to Serve 
the function of maintaihing,and enhancing self-regard. 
Therefore, the latter three functiQns may be subsiamed 
under, thesheading; of : value-expressive. 
The ""adjustment- function" of values; concerns ; : 
/instrumental: atnd terminal Values which areivadjustment; 
or; utilitarian errented. The; instrumental: values of 
getting: along well with others, obedience, politeness, 
and self-Gontrol/are. examples Of adjustment values ; 
The terminal values of: material: comfort, success, 
prestige^ an''i "l3-W nnd; order"/are; also :adjustment values. 
other values: which have a mpre: subtle: relatioiiship to 
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adjustment values: are.the instr^ental values pf re-­
sponsible and aGhieyement-orieiited behavior and the
 
terminal yaluep of peace of mind and the security
 
values of self, nation, and family• It has been
 
suggested by.MGLauphlin (1965)- that adjustment values
 
are really "pseudo-values" as they are yalues adopted
 
by people as ways of adapting.to group pressure. It
 
is uhrealistiG, however, to expeGt anyone to admit to .
 
the value Of GOJ^iiyahGe,: as. this value: would not be in
 
service to the "master sentiment" of self-regard.
 
Therefore, tbis internalized value is realized by the
 
individual in more acceptable terms such as the striv
 
ing for success or getting along well with others.
 
The "egordefensiye function" of values comes from­
psyGhoanalytic theory which maintains that needs, feel
 
ings and actions that are personally unacceptabla tp :
 
an indiyidua1 may undergo a prpeess of being unconsciQUsly
 
recast into other values through the vehicles of reac
 
tion formation and:r^tionalizatibn. ; All instrumental
 
and terminal values'may serve hhiscfunction to some ^
 
degree, but there:are certain::yalues: which serve this
 
function more directiy than: others> Adorno, Frenkel-

Brunswik> Levinson & Sanford (1950) suggest that the
 
instrumental values of cleanlinesJS and po1iteness and
 
the: terminal values Of family security and:national >
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security readily lend themselves to ego-defense. These
 
valueS/ when given a high priority vin the value:system,
 
suggest the authoritarian personality:. Other resereh­
ers maintain that religious values pften serve ego-

defensive functions .(Allen Spilka,/ ig6;7 Allport,
 
1954; Allport 1957; Clock & Stark, 1965, 1966;
 
Kirkpatrick, 1949; Lenski, 1961; Rokeach, 1969a, 1969b).
 
The "knowledge" or "self-actualization" function
 
of values is defined by Katz as "the search for meaning,
 
the need to understand, the trend toward better organ
 
ization of perception and belief to provide clarity and
 
consistency" (1960, p. 170), The terminal values of
 
wisddm and a sense of accomp1ishment reflect this func
 
tion of values. The instrumental values of responsi
 
bility, competence and independence also reflect this
 
function of values.i
 
Maslow; (1954) has constructed a theory: Of motivation 
which:invbltes a hierarch He maintains that 
it. is■possible to rank values such that they'differen- ■ 
tially serve safety, security, love, self-esteem, and ; ■ 
Selfractuaiization needSi He also refers :to B(being)­
values:and; Dtd^ -values (1959) , and proposes - ; 
that.c^tbain values are of a higher order and more : 
; condticiva to psycholbgical ■fulfiilmeht than, others. 
These values: areythose:-that' have: the :gre:atest; poten­
.1&
 
tial for helping the individual to become self-actual­
ized. Self-actuaiized. individuals a less preocGupied
 
with their own neads, and thereiore ate? m inclined
 
to direct hheir energies towaid the social needs of the
 
world. Acco£"4ang to:^^^ ^ 17):
 
TO the extent that e person's value systeni
 
reflects: a differentiai preoccupation with .
 
values that are adjustive, ego-defensive, and;
 
self-actualizing, we may say vthat he is oper
 
ating; at lower or higher levels.?
 
Therefore it may he^^ c that adjustment and;ego-

defensive values may be Subsilmed under the heading of
 
lower order values, while self-actualization and social
 
values may be subsumed under the heading of higher order
 
values.
 
. Feminists and:anti-feminists appear to differ con
 
siderably over the question of values:, but there has
 
been little or no researchv conducted involving this
 
Based on the previous discussion of feminist and
 
anti-feminist' yalueS;and value.systems c
 
the research on values conducted by Rokeach, Maslow,
 
and others; feminists are hypothesized to place stronger
 
priority on higher ordeh values and anti-feininists on
 
lower-order values, Hypothesis 1: Feminists will rank
 
instrumental competency valuess on the Rokeach;
 
Scale significantly higher than; anti-feministS;. These
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values(are:: iUnblti^us>1. brdadiriiiide^S, capable, cdurageous>
 
indepeiadenb, logical, arid inbeilectuai.
 
Hypothesis 2; Anti--femiriists >;ill^ r
 
inOra.1 values on the i Rokeach Value Scale higher
 
inistsw These, Values are; ; Cheerfhi, clean, forgiving, ;
 
helpful,: loving, obedient, and polite.
 
Hypothesis 3: initi-feminists will rank the adjustment
 
function cluster of values as specified by Rokeach {1973) 
significantly higher than feminists. The adjustment 
cluster of values includes the instrumental values con 
sisting of: Cheerful, forgiving, helpful, loving, 
obedient, self-controlled, polite, and responsible. 
The terminal ■ values included in this cluster are-: A 
comfortable:life,"family security, national security, 
■and -:'social'recognition.. ,
 
Hypothesis 4 Anti-feminists: will:rank the ego-defen- :
 
sive ciuster of yalues specifled by Rokeach (1973) sig- ■
 
nificahtly higher than feminists-.: : T :
 
values included in this cluster are; Polite and clean.
 
the terminal values:which:are included in this cluster
 
are;: V Family security, national:security, and salvation.. 
Hypothesis:5; Feminists will rank the self-actualization 
cluster;of values ns specifled: by Rokeach. (1973) signifi 
cantly higher than npti-feminists, ; This value cluster : 
consists of the- instrumental values of; Broadminded, 
18 
courageous, imaginative, logical, independent, capable,
 
and responsible. The terminal values included in this
 
cluster are: A sense of accomplishment and wisdom.
 
Hypothesis 6: Feminists will rank the cluster of ter
 
minal values on the Rokeach Scale (1973) which are so
 
cial values that apply to the world's population in
 
general higher than anti-feminists. These terminal
 
values are: A world at peace, a world of beauty, free
 
dom, and equality.
 
METHOD
 
Feminist: Group. The feminist group consiated of
 
;57 subjects^ all adult female active members of the
 
National Organization for women (NOW) or San Diego,
 
Galifornia The data wefe G611eGte<i at two separate
 
meetings of NOW, which were: h Tuesday evenings.
 
The president of NOW was contacted by telephone for
 
permission to a<|iwihister the .survey. There were approxj'
 
imately 70 meijf^ers presOnt at each meeting. The;first
 
meeting ren^®ted« 31 subjects;. There were 26 subjects
 
particfpating at the second meetingV All subjects
 
participated voluntariiyv^/^ T^ the gi^estionaires
 
from the first group Of sxabjects proved to be unusable,
 
leaving an N of 55 (See Table 1 for further demographic
 
Anti-Feminist Group. The anti-feminist group con
 
sisted of 60 subjectsl;aii adult feiiiale participants: :
 
in Fascinating Womanhood Seminars. A total of 35 letterS;
 
were. mailed; to Fascinating; Womarihood Seminar leaders
 
in southern California in an effort to locate subjects.
 
The data were collected on two separate occasions. , The
 
first;; was':a;; small serainar-yheld;in:the:eveningoinothe ; "
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in the home of the seminar leader in San Diego, Cal
 
ifornia. This seminar yielded 8 subjects. All those
 
present participated. The second occasion was a large
 
seminar held in the morning in the wing of the Nazarene
 
Church in Long Beach, California. All those present
 
participated, and this seminar yielded 51 subjects.
 
From the latter group there was one survey packet that
 
could not be included in the data since it was not
 
completed properly, which made a total N of 59 (See
 
Table 1 for further demographic breakdown).
 
Materials
 
A test packet containing a written instruction
 
sheet, the Rokeach Value Survey, and a demographic
 
questionaire was presented to each subject (Appendix
 
A). A form letter was also distributed to each sub
 
ject explaining the purpose of the study (Appendix B).
 
Pencils were provided upon request. A cardboard box
 
was utilized as a reGeptacle for the completed packets.
 
For those who wished to receive feedback information
 
on how their group ranked the values on the survey a
 
clipboard, paper and pen were placed next to the box
 
for the subjects to record their names and addresses.
 
Procedure
 
Each group taking the survey received a brief in­
21 
troduction from the group leader (NOW president and
 
seminar instructors) stating that questionaires were
 
being distributed to the members which was to be used
 
as data for the master's thesis in psychology, and
 
that those who cared to participate may fill out ques
 
tionaires and deposit them by the door upon leaving.
 
The experimentor was present, but did not have verbal
 
contact with the subjects prior to the administration
 
of the survey. Follow-up letters were mailed to all
 
subjects who so requested feedback information. These 
letters consisted of a cover letter and a separate data 
sheet which gave the order in which each group ranked 
the values (Appendix C). ■ 
RESULTS
 
Demographic Data
 
The two groups were analyzed for deraographic dif
 
ferences using a chi-square for contingency tables. It
 
was found that there were no significant age differences
 
between the two groups. There were significant differ- r
 
ences between the two groups in religion,: maritai sfat-^
 
us., political affiliation, annual income, race and
 
number of children (Table 1).
 
Hypotheses
 
Because the frequency distributions deviated so
 
markedly from normality and from one another, it was
 
determined that the Iheasure of central tendency that
 
was appropriate was the median rather than the mean
 
(Rokeach, 1973). The non-parametric Median Test, a
 
chi-square test of significance between the value rank
 
ings of subjects in two or more subgroups who ranked
 
the values above or below a common group median, was
 
selected as the measuring instrument^. Composite med
 
ian rankings and a siammary of chi-square may be found
 
in Table 2.
 
^This was the instrument of choice used by Rokeach
 
(1973)when testing under parallel conditions.
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It was hypothesized that the feminist group would
 
rate the instriomental competency values of ambitious,
 
broadminded, capable, courageous, independent, logical
 
and intellectual significantly higher than the anti-

feminist group. The data support this hypothesis.
 
; It was hypothesized that anti-feminists would rate
 
the instrumental moral values of cheerful, clean, for
 
giving, helpful, loving, obedient and polite signifi
 
cantly higher than the feminist group. The data sup
 
port this hypothesis.
 
It was hypothesized that the anti-feminist group
 
would rate the adjustment-function cluster Of values
 
significantly higher than the feminist group. This
 
cluster of values includes the instrximental values Of
 
cheerful, forgiving, helpful, loving, obedient, self-

controlled., polite and responsible. The terminal val
 
ues included in this cluster are a comfortable life,
 
family security, national security and social recog
 
nition. The data support the hypothesis on all but
 
three of the values. There were no significant differ
 
ences between the rankings of the two groups on the
 
instrixmental value of responsible or the terminal value
 
of a comfortable life. The feminist group rated the
 
value of social recognition significantly higher than
 
the anti-feminist group, in contrast to the expected
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TABLE 1
 
Demographic Differences between Feminist Group and
 
Anti-Feminist Group and Summary of Chi-Square
 
Hp 
AGE 20-29 30-3^ 40^49 50+" df 
F ■ 17 'Z':i9r\/ ■ ;-8:-''. 11 
A/F 10 4 
MARITAL 
STATUS D ; ,w ■ df 
F ^ ll', 28 14 
A/F ;/^55;:;; 3 26.13**^' 
RELIGION None Cath Prot Jew Other df 
F 27 . 5'-^ ■ 11 3y'- ■ 
a/f;: : ■ , 5 -sy­ 41 : .4^ 4 34.72:**^;' 
POLITICAL 
AFFIL. 
F- ■ ■ 
Dem 
35 ■ ■9•^■■ ■: 
Ind 
9 
Other :.df■y^y^- ' - -. 
A/F 
ANNUAL 
21 
Under 
20 
5M­
11 
lOM­
':yyy ■ 
15M­ Over 
10.52** 
^ 
INCOME ar5M lOM 15M 20M 20M 
F' ■■ 12 9 10 11 13 
A/F 1 7 8 y:m- '- 27 4 15;48*** 
RACE Cauc Or Nearo Latin Other df 
F\ . • 53 0 0 2 0 
A/F 56 1 0 1 1 ■ ■ 2';28^ - ' ­
CHILDPLIN 0 1 2 3 4+ df. 
F.': '. V," ■ 23 11 8 9 4
 
A/F 9 12 17 10 11 12.87*
 
EDUCATION ~12yr 12Yr -16yr 16yr +16vr G, Degree df :
 
F 0 3 21 10 4 17
 
A/F 2 8 34 9 KyMyi 2 6 19.11***
 
*p.<.05
**£.<.02 
***£.<.01 
****£.<.001 
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outcome;. ■ 
The fourth hypothesis predicted that the anti-
feminist grpup:would rank the ego-defensive cluster of 
values significantly higher ttah the feminist group. 
The values;subsumed under the ego-defensive category , 
include the terminal values;of family security, national 
security and salvation;■ and the instrumental values of 
pplite and clean. The data suppprt this hypothesis. 
It was hypothesized that feminists; WPuid rank the 
self-actualization cluster of values significantly, 
higher than anti-feminists. This cluster consists of 
the instrumental values of broadminded, courageous, 
imaginative/ logical.f independent/ capabl and respon­
sible. vThe terminal values in this cluster are a 
sense of accpmplishment and wisdom. It was foundi;that 
the ;feminist group did rank significantly higher than 
the anti-feminist group the instrumental values of 
broadminded/ courageous, imaginative^ logical/ inde 
pendent, and capable. There were np; significant dif-; . ; 
ferences; between the;rankings;of the; two groups ;,on tbe 
instrumentalvvalue of responsible. The data show that 
the feminist group;ranked significantly higher than the 
anti-feminist group the terminal value;of a sense of 
accompiishment, but there were no significant differen 
ces between the two group on the terminal value of wis­
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TABLE 2
 
Composite Median Rankings of Feminist and Anti-Feminist
 
Groups and Svimmary of Chi-Square Median Test
 
A/F^
 
VALUE	 N=5:5.; N=59
 
Instrumental Values
 
Ambitious 9.4Z lllv . 14.55 17) 8.15**
 
Broadminded 6.25 6) 10.87 12) 13.97***
 
Capable : 6.08 4) 11.0 11) :15,35***
 
Cheerful 13.38 15) 8.29 5) 23.65***
 
Clean 15.61 16) .11.4: 13) : 15.38***
 
Courageous 7;06 7) 10.29 9) , 7
 
Forgiving 
-^I2v57; 13) 3.71 3) 56.08***
 
Helpful 11,44 12) 8.92 8) 6.60*
 
Honest : 4.14 2) 2,47 2) 7,76**
 
Imaginative 8;.2,5 10) 12.8: 15) 16.37***
 
Independent 4.0 1) 15.8 18) 64.87***
 
Intellectual 4.67 5) 11.8 14) 22.03***
 
Logical 7.38 9) 13.2 16) 12,21***
 
Loving	 7.75 8) 1.73: 1) 33,85***
 
;	 Obedient 17.85 18) 7.0 6) 51.36*** 
Polite 15,56 17) 10.6 10) " :21.82*** 
Responsible 5.25 3) 6.46 4) .■;:'5.,21^' 
Self-controlled 13.2 14) 9.12 < 7) ; ;7v87:**.-y 
Terminal Values 
A comfortable life 13,14 13) 13.64 15) .■.15­
An exciting life 10.38 10) 14.81 16) 4.61* 
A sense of accomplishment 4,42 4) 11.29 11) 35.87*** 
A world at peace: 10,02 9) 10,55 10) .04 
A world of beauty 13.6 15) 13.36 14) V 03 
Equality 3.8 3) 11.71 12-13)36.47*** 
Family security 12.67 12) 4.05 4) 38,12*** 
Freedom 3.46 2) 8,44 9) 27,40*** 
Happiness 10.14 11) 5,75 6) 15.69*** 
Inner harmony 6.37 7) 3,64 2) 19,11*** 
Mature love 8.2 8) 5,31 3) 8,88** 
National security 15.6 17) 13,19 12-13) 6.83** 
Pleasure 11.58 16) 14.33 17) 2.98 
Salvation	 17.76 18) 1.33 1) 74.34*** 
Self-respect 3.82 1) 4.89 5) 3.63 
Social recognition 11.7 5) 15,94 18) 6.75** 
True friendship 7.71 14) 8,0 8) .11 
Wisdom 6.05 6) 5.8 7) ,38 
Figures shown are median rankings and, in parenteses, com 
posite rank orders, 
*p.<.05
The lower the rank, the**£.<.01 
higher the value.***£,<.001 
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The last hypothiesis predicted tha the feminists
 
would rank the ciuster of social values higher than the
 
anti'-feministSr This cluster consist^^ of the terminal ;
 
values of equality, freedom, a world at peace and a world
 
of beauty. It was found that the feminist group did
 
rank significantly higher than the anti-feminist group
 
the values of equality and freedom. There were no sig-^
 
nificant differences between the two groups on the rank
 
ing of the vaiues of'a world of beauty and a world at
 
peace. "I- "'
 
Matched 'Group:Itesults; :"
 
Because of the- strong relationship between feminism
 
and level of education, a secondary analysis of matched
 
groups for education level was done in order to illus
 
trate that education, while being a factor, cannot solely
 
explain bhe value differences between feminists and
 
antir-feminists.:; The subiects ^ were drawn from the original
 
data pool and matched for education levels. Equivalent
 
numbers of subjects from each level were used. A summary
 
of the bhi'TSquare median test;f sample
 
overall values may be found-bn:Table 3 :
 
; The,first hypothesis: predicted that the feminist:
 
group would rank significantly higher than the anti-

feminist group the instrumental cdmpetency values. These
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values eonSiet of ambitious, broadminded, capable, in 
dependent, logical, intellectual and courageous The 
data show:that the;two gtoups ranked the^values as pre 
dicted with the exception of; the value of cpurage;Ous. ■ 
There were, no significant differences^ between the ranking 
Of the two groups on this, value. 
It was hypothesized that the anti-feminist group
 
would rank significantly higher than the feminist group
 
the instrumental: moral values of cheerfulV clean, for
 
giving, helpful, loving, obedient, and polite. The 
data,::supportS ;this, hypothesis'';: ■ 
It was predicted that the:anti-feminists would
 
rank the adjustment cluster of values significantly
 
higher than the feminists. This cluster consists of:
 
the valueS; of cheerful/ forgiving, helpful, loving,
 
obedient', polite> self-contr'olled, responsible> family
 
security,:acomfortable:life, national security and
 
social recognition.: tit^ ^W^ the anti-fem
 
inist group ranked;as-ptedicted the values of cheer::^ : ;
 
ful, forgiving, helpfulV loving, obedient, polite and'
 
famliy securityi there were, no aigni'ficanttdifferences
 
between the median; rankings of the two groups on the
 
values of self-control, responsible, a comfortable life:,
 
nationai security,; or social recognition.;
 
The fourth hypothesis.predicted that the antr^fofj­
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inist group would rank the ego-defensive values higher
 
than the feminist group. These values are polite, clean,
 
family security, national security and salvation. The
 
anti-feminist group ranked all of the values higher than
 
the feminist group with the exception of the value of
 
national security. There were no significant differ
 
ences between the ranking of the two groups for this
 
value.
 
It was hypothesized that the feminist group would
 
rank significantly higher than the anti-feminist group
 
the self-actualization values of broadminded, imagina
 
tive, logical, independent, courageous, responsible, a
 
sense of accomplishment and wisdom. The two groups
 
ranked the values as hypothesized except for the values
 
of courageous, respGnsible and wisdom. There were no
 
significant differences between the rankings of the. two
 
groups for these values.
 
It was predicted that the feminist group would rank
 
significantly higher than the anti-feminist group the
 
social values of equality, freedom, a world at peace
 
and a world of beauty. The feminist group ranked the
 
values of freedom and equality significantly higher
 
than the anti-feminist group, but there were no signif
 
icant differences between the two groups on the values
 
of a world at peace and a world of beauty.
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Siiiraraary of Chi-Square^^^'M^ Test of and Anti­
'Feminist (groups Matched:for Education
 
VALUE
 
Instrximental Values
 
Ambitious
 
Broactoiinded
 
Cheerful
 
Clean
 
Honest;: ;
 
Imaginative
 
Intellectual
 
Logical:
 
Obedient
 
Polite
 
Self■^controlled:' 
Terminal Values 
A comfortable life 
An exciting life 
A 	 sense of 
A. world at peace 
A world of 
Freedom - ^ 
Happiness 
Inner harmony 
Mature love 
National security 
Pleasure 
Salvation ^ , 
Self-respect 
Social: 
True 
Wisdom: 
*£. :<-:,'05
**£.::::< .W 
***£; < .;0,O1 
M
 
10.32** 
8.99** 
5.45 * 
18.52*** 
: 5.27* 
2.58 
38.37*** 
.4.3i*' 
3.39 
:	 5.27* ■ 
41.29*** 
13.71**:* 
10.50** 
28.15*** 
30.85*** 
24.29*** 
2.64 
1.32 > 
.211 
8.89** 
21.18*** 
.05 
.05 
35.60*** 
19.21*** 
21.18*** 
7.63** 
4.28* 
■ , ,5.36*" 
3.37 
.86 
57.96*** 
'.ll,,! .■ 
■	 3.4:9■ , . :■ 
.00:: ■ 
.05 
■,v.;v ;DlSGUSS10N:; :-f 
The present study was designed to test the differ­
eneds ^if.dhy, between the values and value; systems of 
feminists and anti-feminists. Several hypotheses were 
proposed, separating the values into competence vaiues 
as: opposed to morais yalue^ highet ; order as opposed 
to lower order yaluesy and predicting that feminists 
would assign higher ranks to CQmpetehce (masculine) 
values . and the higher order (self-actualization and 
sociai) yalues r while anti-feminists would assign higher 
ranka to the-OTDral (ferainine)^ ' ^ the lower ; : 
order (adjustment and ego-defensiye) values. : 
As predicted^: it was found ti^nt feminists do., rank; ' 
all the values aubsumed under the lijasculinity/competen'- : 
cy category significantly;higher than anti-feminists> , 
and. anti-feminists ranked all of the values subsuffled 
under the femihinity/morality. category significantly 
higher than feminist^. : Since :the competency/miasculinity 
values tend; to be modes, of behavior leading to end; states 
it might be cohcluded that feminists are:;more; goal ■ orien 
ted in general than are the anti-feminists, and the data 
Show that the feminists do rank the terminal values of 
social;recognitiOh and a sense of accomplishment sig'^ 
si';.- . 
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nificantly do the anti-feminist Also,
 
the violation of qompetency/raasGulinity valtss tend to
 
arouse feelings of inadeguaey; while the violation of
 
mdrality/fSminihity values : tend to arouse feeliiigs: of
 
guilt and remorse.; Perhaps it would be safe to ooh­
clude, therefore,;that there is a qualitative:differ^;
 
ence in the emotionai reaGtions in stressful situatiohs
 
betweeh feminists and anti-femiuists- , If feminists .
 
value traditionally masculine traits, then it is pos-;
 
sible that they reaGt einotipnally similar to men, while
 
anti-feminists may react emotionally in tfaditionally
 
feminihe ways, Research has shown that when men suffer
 
from.emotional^problems they tend to exhibit socially ;
 
deviant symptoms,: while women more often suffer from;
 
depression, paranoia, frigidity, .and suicidal thoughts
 
(Chesienr 1972). It would be interesting to see if,
 
in fact, feminists and anti^feminists idiffer also in
 
these ways.
 
While not every value subsxamed under the category
 
of adjustment values was ranked significantly higher
 
by the anti-feminist group, nine out of twelve, or
 
seventy-five percent, were. Of the three remaining
 
values, two were ranked with no significant differences
 
between the groups, and only one (social recognition)
 
was in inverse relation to the original prediction.
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Considering these results:, one liigHt ; reasonably
 
elude that' antir-feminists do,:in fact, attach higher
 
priorities:to valueS:W^ prbvide a means, of "getting
 
along" or compliance than do: feminists. The value of
 
social recognition,::while considered by Rokeach to be
 
an adjustment yalue, cannot reflect:an underlying; value:
 
of coaiplianoe by itself : it seems more likely;tovbe
 
the;naturai:outcomevbf the: instrumental value of ambi­
':tiony; asJprevipualy"discussed ;
 
It:was hypothesised that anti-feminists owuld grant
 
a highef priority:to those:\vaiues; subSTamed iuader the
 
category of egO-^defensive vaiues than the feminists wbuld/
 
: and:"thevdatav/eiea^^ Supiport this■hypothesis.:: This . 
might suggest that anti-feminists tend to perceive them 
selves as being more fragile and; vulnerable than 
feminists. Gonversely/ one liight conclude: that femi 
nists have /stronger hgosysrefflshhan do anti—feminists. 
Tha:feminist:group ranked seven out of nine self­
actualization:values significantly higher than did the :
 
anti-feministi; There were nc significant differences;
 
between: the tw groups on the remaining;two values;. ;
 
The: anti—feminist group did hot rank any of the: self-

actualization values significantly higher than the fem
 
inist group did. From this one may:cpnclUde that fem->
 
inists tend to be more self-actualized than anti—femis--­
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Of the four values subsumed the Gategory of
 
social values, only two were ranked /significantiy higher
 
by the feminist group» There were bo significant dif- ;
 
ferences between the rankings of the two groups on the
 
ramainihg;two■values. This hyppthesis was not suppor 
ted and it is perhaps wise to draw no conclusions based 
on the. data. It should be noted, however, that the 
anti-feminist group did not rank any of the social 
values significantly higher than the feminist grcup did. 
The two values rahked higher by the feminist group were 
freedom and eguality, which is a basic premise of the 
feminist phiibsophy: that these values would be ranked 
in;such,..a. ;manner.,;: 
In compiling the demographic data it was found 
that the feminists as a group were more highly educated 
than the ahti-femihists as a group, It was then decided 
to extract from the data all of the subject question­
aires that were matched for education (N=76) . This was 
accomplished in order to demonstrate that the differbn'­
ces between the rankings of the groups could not be 
accounted for solely on the basis\ of education.■ The 
results of: this analysis substantiated this; premise / 
' ISeelTable ^ : \ ^ 
of the; iridividuai instrumental values > the greatest 
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difference,belzw the two groups was found on the
 
value of independence. It would appear from the data
 
that feminists not only value independence more, but
 
do so to a significantly high degree. ' there were also
 
strihingly large differences on the values cf forgive
 
ness and obedience, with anti-feminists valuing these
 
traits much higher than feminists. ;
 
The greatest differences found among the terminal
 
values were those of equality and salvation. It is not
 
surprising that the feminist group would rank equality
 
very high, while the anti-feminists ranked it very low.:
 
Their respective philosophies command such priorities.
 
It is interesting to note that the feminist gronp
 
ranked equality (3) and freedom (2) very high, while
 
the anti-feminist group ranked equality (12-13, tied
 
with national security) and freedom (9) relatively low.
 
Rokeach (1973) has compiled a large body of evidence
 
that.suggests that one's basic political orientation
 
can be predicted from the ways in which a person ranks
 
these two values. He breaks these political orien
 
tations down into four basic groups consisting of opm­
munism (freedom low, equality high), capitalism (free
 
dom high equality low), socialism (freedom high, equal
 
ity high), and fascism (freedom low, equality low).
 
Based on this premise, it might be concluded that fem­
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inists lean toward soqialisin: while anti-feipinists lean
 
toward fascism/capitalismi Perhaps salvation was the
 
most striking difference found between the two groups.
 
The anti-feminist group ranked it first, while the fem
 
inist group ranked it last. Religion plays a very im
 
portant role in the lives and philosophies of anti-

feminists an<icthe demdgraphic data show,that the ma­
jbrity of anti-fdmihists are Protestant, and salvation
 
glays avinajor role in Pretestant beliefs.
 
The deraographiG data were of interest. The anti-

feminist group seemed generally more homogeneous than
 
did the feminist groug (See . The feminists
 
tended to have fewer children than the anti-feminists?:
 
were more often demdcratsttan the anti-feminists; and
 
there were many more^^ ;S^^ widowed/ and divorced
 
subjects among the feminists. The anti-feminist group
 
tended :tO have higher incoine levels than the feminist
 
gtoug, but it shoxild be noted that the incomes claimed-

in the demographic data may have been the combined:
 
incCmes of husbands and wives:. Rokeach has studied the
 
reiationshi|;) be income levels ahd valueS C19"73).
 
As previously stated, the;feminist,group had signifi
 
cantly lower income levels than the: antitfeminist group/
 
yet the :ways In which they ranked•the values were often
 
times opposite of the::ways in: which the rich and poor
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ranked values. He found that the value of cleanliness,
 
for instance, declined in value as income levels in
 
creased. Just the opposite relationship was found be
 
tween feminists and anti-feminist. Similarly converse
 
resluts were found for the values;of cheerful, forgiv
 
ing, helpful, obedient, polite, sense of accomplishment,
 
family security, inner harmony, mature love, capable,
 
imaginative, intellectual, logical and salvation. This
 
might suggest that when ideologies are involved, they
 
exert a greater influence than external criteria such
 
as income levels on the value of people. Both groups
 
were almost exclusively Caucasian, which might suggest
 
that both movements are basically white, middle-class
 
■ • . ' I 
phenomena. The differences between the two groups in
 
education have already been discussed previously in
 
this section.
 
Because of the significant difference? found be­
' 1 '
 
tween feminists and anti-feminists on the competency
 
{masculine) and moral (feminine) values, it might be
 
intuitively thought that the differences between the
 
values of American men and women would closely paral
 
lel those of feminists and anti-feminists. In compar
 
ing the data from this study to those found by Rokeach
 
(1973) between American men and women, it was found that
 
the differences between the rank ordering of values of
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feminists and anti-feminists were wider than those 
between American men and women, though not always in 
the expected way. The instrumental competency values 
were assigned a higher rank by men in comparison to 
women with the exception of the value of responsible, 
which was tied (3). These aforementioned values are . 
ambitious, broadminded, capable, courageous, indepent 
dent, intellectual, logical, and self-controlled. It ■ 
was also observed that women tended :to assign high 
ranks to the instrumental moral values than did the men
 
with the exception of the values of polite and helpful,
 
which tied, nhese aforementioned valueS;ere cheert
 
fulf clean, forgiving, loving and obedient, Howev^
 
in comparing men and women to feminists and anti-fem
 
inists, it was found that there are a niimber of strik
 
ing differences. It was observed that the rank order
 
assigned to the value of ambition was much higher for
 
men (2) and women (4) than for either feminists (11)
 
or for anti-feminists (17). Similar differences were
 
found for the values of broadminded and courageous.
 
It was of interest to note that, among the terminal
 
values, men assigned a much higher rank to a comfortable
 
life (4) than did women (13), feminists (13) or anti-

feminists (15). Judging from this evidence, it would
 
appear that American men in general value comfort more
 
■ 3;9 
than American women of any ideological presuasion. It 
was also noted that men and women both ranked a world 
at peace very high (1) while feminists and anti-ferai­
nists ranked it in the middle range (9 and 10 respec 
tively). This may be attributed to the fact that this 
country was at war at the time of the Rokeach study, 
while the study of feminists and anti-feminists occurred 
several years after the Viet Nam War had ended. The 
value of freedom was ranked very high by both men and 
women (3) , while feminists ranked it even higher (2) 
an^ a.nti-feminists ranked it relatively low (9) . How 
ever men and women did not ranke equality as high (9 
and 8 respectively) . Feminists ranked it much higher 
: (3) and anti-feminists ranked it lower (12-13, tie) . 
It has been previously mentioned elsewhere in this paper 
that according to Rokeach, one's general political 
orientation can be predicted from how these two values 
are ranked. It would appear that while feminists are 
socialist oriented and anti-feminists are fascist/cap 
italist oriented, American men and women tend to have 
capitalist orientations. It was also observed that fem 
inists tend to value self-respect (1) more than men (6), 
women (6) or anti-feminists (5). In general, it was 
found that men (10) and women (11) value national security 
more than feminists (17) or anti-feminists (12-13, tie) . 
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but this again may be connected to the reality of war
 
at the time the male-female study was conducted. Both
 
feminists (8) and anti-feminists (3) appear to value
 
mature love more highly than men (14) or women (14) in
 
our society, (See Table 4 for a complete compafison
 
of rank orders for the four groups).
 
The results of this study show that the differen
 
ces between the values ^ and value systems of feminists
 
and anti-feminists are drastically divergent, perhaps
 
even/more divergent than^^^w originally anticipatedv
 
in fact, the differences between the groups were as
 
wide or wider than the differences found by Rokeach
 
(1973, pp. 57-58) between American men and American
 
women. These differences may explain in part the
 
communication breakdown that seems to occur between
 
the two groups. Rational argument alone can have
 
little value when the underlying values that these are
 
gioments are based differ so drastically. There has
 
been very little research conducted in the area of
 
values in the feminist and anti-feminist movements.
 
Perhaps the rhetoric of the two movements, and the
 
understanding of their respective philosophies, could
 
be considerably improved if such research was undertaken
 
and applied more,often.
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TABLE 4
 
Comparison of Rank Ordering of Values Between American
 
Men and Women and Feminists and Anti-Feminists
 
VALUE MEN^ WOMEN^ F A/F
 
Instriamental Values 
Ambitious 2 4 11 17 
Broadminded 4 . 5 6 12 
Capable 8 12 4 11 
Cheerful 12 10 15 5 
Clean 9 8 16 13 
Courageous 5 6 7 9 
Forgiving 6 2 13 3 
Helpful 7 7 12 8 
Honest 1 1 2 2 
Imaginative 18 18 10 15 
Independent 11 14 1 18 
Intellectual 15 16 5 14 
Logical 16 17 9 16 
Loving 14 9 8 1 
Obedient 17 15 18 6 
Polite 13 13 17 10 
Responsible 3 3 3 4 
Self-controlled 10 11 14 7 
Terminal Values
 
A comfortable life 4 13 13 15
 
An exciting life 18 18 10 16
 
A sense of accomplishment 7 10 4. 11
 
A world at peace 1 1 9 10
 
A world of beauty 15 15 15 14
 
Equality 9 8 3 12-13 tif
 
Family security 2 2 12 4
 
Freedom 3 3 2 9
 
Happiness 5 5 11 6
 
Inner harmony 13 12 7 2
 
Mature love 14 14 8 3
 
National security 10 11 17 12-13 ti<
 
Pleasure 17 16 16 17
 
Salvation 11 4 18
 1
 
Self-respect , 6 6 1 5
 
Social recognition 16 . 17 5 18
 
True friendship 11 9 14
 8
 
Wisdom 8 7
 6 7
 
Rokeach, 1973
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
, APPENDIX A
 
Contenta o£: .Value'Survey Packet
 
Instructions
 
On :the next page are 18 values , listed in alphabet-^
 
ical order. Your task is to arrange them in order of
 
their importance;to YOU, as guiding principles in YOUR ;;
 
'life-. :: ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ^ 
Study the list Garefully and pick out the one value
 
which is the itiost important for you..
 
Then pick out the value which is second most impor
 
tant for you. Then do the same for each of the remaining
 
values. The value which is least important goes in Box
 
18. . v;;:.' ■ ' , 
Work slowly and think carefully. If you change your
 
mind, feel free to phahge your answers. The end result
 
should truly show how you really feel.
 
; Value Survey;
 
1 ^ .A'.comfbrtable;life 
/:'; : 'v' <a.prosperous..life)^ .'' 
2 Ah^ exclting/i^^ 
^ 
3 ..A^sense^of•^accomplishment' ;; 
;4- - • ■" " V, ' '. /• ■X A world at. peadev''. : ■ 
^ y- -' , . {free:-of" war ",.ahd' ' Gonflict) ' 
5 ^ '0." • . ■ . . ' ..'y: A'.w beauty (beauty of 
;nature-'and the arts) ' ■ 
^ Opportunity for all) ■ >. , 
'7 ■/, -y v'vV ■r.:. . Family, security (taking care 
. vof';ldved'.'ones)' - ' 
8 ' \ . 'V ■ ■ Freedom (independence, free 
Happiness i (CohtentednesS) 
.lo;.yy;: ' V v .inner - Harmony. (freedom from 
.inner .oonflictly^ ,-. ' - . ' - ■" 
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11 Mature love (sexual and spiri
 
tual intimacy)
 
12 ' National security (protection
 
from attack)
 
13 Pleasure (an enjoyable, lei
 
surely life) .
 
14_ Salvation (saved, eternal life)
 
15 . Self-respect (self-esteem)
 
16 Social recognition
 
(respect, admiration)
 
17 True friendship
 
(close companionship)
 
18 Wisdom (a mature understanding
 
of life)
 
Value Survey: Instrumental Values
 
1 ' ■ , \ / Ambitious (hard-working, 
aspiring) 
2 \ \ ' Broadminded 
(openminded) 
.3 V . . , ■ , Capable (competent, effective) 
4 , ' , ■ Cheerful (lighthearted, joy 
ful) 
5 , Clean (neat, tidy) 
6 / ■ : Courageous (standing up for 
your beliefs) 
7 Forgiving (willing to pardon 
others) 
8 Helpful (working for the wel 
fare,of others) 
■9 ' ' . , ■ " Honest (sincere, truthful) 
10 Imaginative (daring, creative) 
11 Independent (self-reliant, 
self-sufficient) 
12' , - . . ^ ^ ■ Intellectual (intelligent, 
reflective) 
13. ' . • ■ ■ . Logical (consistent> rational) 
14 . Loving (affectionate, tender) 
15 . ■ . . Obedient (dutiful, respectful) 
44 
16^ Polite (courteous, well-

mannered)
 
17_ ; Responsible (dependable,
 
reliable)
 
18_ .; Self-controlled (restrained,
 
self-disciplined)
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16 . Polite (courteous, well-
mannered) 
17 Responsible (dependable, 
, reliable) 
18 Self-controlled (restrained, 
self-disciplined) 
 45 
, Information Sheet
 
AGE: 20-29 yrs 30-39 yrs .40-49 yrs 50+ yrs
 
MARITAL STATUS; ::S . M D ; W­
RELIGION: Cath Prot Jew ' None Non-Trad/
 
ANNUAL INCOMEi $5,000. 5-10,000 lO^lS,000
 
15-20>000 20,000+
 
political AFFILIATION: Dem Rep Ind Other
 
RACE: Catic OriBhtai Nearo ; Latin Other
 
NOv CHIL0R1N: o + 2 3 4+
 
EDUCATION; 	Some; RS___JiS^ Gjad Some Coll Coll Grad_
 
Some Grad Grad degree
 
APPENDIX B
 
Instructions for Experimental Conditions
 
The purpose of this questionaire is to provide data
 
for a thesis to complete the requirements for a Master of
 
Arts degree in psychology. It is a social psychology
 
thesis designed to explore the values of American women.
 
There are no wrong answers. All of the values are pos
 
itive values, and our interest is only in how they are
 
ranked. The personal data sheet attached to the back
 
of the value survey is to give us some idea of how differ
 
ent groups (age, etc.) may or may not rank values differ
 
ently. All questianaires are strictly anonymous.
 
After you have completed the questionaire, please
 
deposit it in the box near the door. If you choose not
 
to fill out the questionaire, please leave it blank, but
 
place it in the box, anyway. If you have already filled
 
out one of these questionaires previously, please do not
 
fill out another one. •
 
Thank you for your cooperation.
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APPENDIX C
 
Feedback Information Mailed to Subjects
 
Cover Letter
 
Enclosed is th eresult of the questionaire that your
 
group completed for me for my thesis work in values. It
 
has taken me quite a long time to collect all of my. dataf
 
so I apologize for my slowness in reporting the results
 
to you. Thank you very much for cooperating with me in
 
the compilation of my thesis data.
 
Feminist Value Survey Results
 
There were 55 subjects tabulated in this data. Below
 
are the values in the order in which your group ranked
 
them.
 
INSTRUMENTAL VALUES
TERMINAL VALUES
 
1. Self-respect 1. Independent
 
2. Freedom 2. Honest
 
3. Equality 3. Responsible
 
4. A sense of accomplishment 4. Capable
 
5. Social recognition 5. Intellectual
 
6. Wisdom 6. Broadminded
 
7. Inner harmony 7. Courageous
 
8. Mature love 8. Loving
 
9. A world at peace 9. Logical
 
10. An exciting life 10. Imaginative
 
11. Happiness 11. Ambitious
 
12. Family Security 12. Helpful
 
13. A comfortable life 13. Forgiving
 
14. True friendship 14. Self-controlled
 
15. A world of beauty 15. Cheerful
 
16. Pleasure 16. Clean
 
17. National security 17. Polite
 
18. Salvation 18. Obedient
 
Anti-Feminist Value Survey Results
 
There were 59 subjects tabulated in this data. Below
 
are the values in the order in which your group ranked
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INSTRUMENTAL VALUES
TERMINAL VALUES
 
Salvation
1. 
2.	 Inner harmony 
3.	 Mature love 
4.	 Family ■security
 
Self-3
; 5. 
6. 
7.	 Wisdom 
8.	 True 
9.	 Freedom 
world peace10. A at 
11. A sense of 
12-13.: itiedf National Secur­
14. 	A world Of 
life,15 .> A 
life16. An 
17. Pleasure 
18. Social 
1. 
2. 
3.­
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
Loving 
Honest 
Forgiving 
Obedient 
Self-
Helpful 
Polite 
Broadminded 
Clean 
Ambitious 
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